Streamline Project Workflows

Improving the way project team members are able to locate crucial project information and their ability to distribute important contact details throughout the business are main reasons why SRA Architects have chosen to work with Newforma Project Center.

On average, employees waste 60 days per year searching and gathering project information.

Source: The Social Economy: Unlocking Value and Productivity Through Social Technologies – McKinsey

Forty-two percent of UK AEC firms struggle with project workflows.

Source: 2019 State of Technology in UK AEC Firms Executive Report
Mainly working on big commercial projects with long-term clients, SRA Architects require solid processes for being able to quickly find and share information, issue drawings and distribute crucial contact details within the business. Newforma Project Center has helped them to streamline these workflows and close the circle between several data management systems.

WHY NEWFORMA PROJECT CENTER

Quickly find project information

“We enjoy the search facilities within Newforma, including the possibility to easily and quickly find emails. Within some projects there are 10,000 emails being sent and received and you need a potent management system to handle all this data.”

A non-invasive platform

“We had the choice between another system and Newforma, with the former being more of a traditional EDMS. But we went with Newforma because we liked the idea of it being an overlay over the existing structure and processes, rather than being a completely new way of filing.”

Integration with Rapport3 for Contact Sync

“With the Newforma-Rapport3 integration we are able to automatically synchronise contact information between the two systems and can even make it available within day-to-day systems such as Outlook. This makes contact information quickly accessible throughout the business and even on-the-go.”

Document Control features

“The one feature which we find most impressive though is Document Control. It makes it very easy to quickly and correctly issue drawings and documents and allows us to focus on the design work we want to do.”

SRA Architects is an award-winning architectural practice with a broad range of work throughout the UK and beyond. With a special focus on large commercial projects and a clear vision on building strong and sustainable client relationships it has been operating successfully for over 30 years. SRA currently employees in excess of 50 staff members at their premises in Bath and Bristol, UK.

CORPORATE INFORMATION
HEADQUARTERS: Bath, UK
EMPLOYEES: 50
www.sra-architects.co.uk/
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